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Understanding the Challenges of the Analytics Architecture

The architecture of the venerable enterprise data warehouse, while deeply-rooted in the need for performance, reflects the design decisions made at the dawn of the age of reporting and analytics. In the mid-1990s, ensuring the performance of production transaction processing systems and maintaining sub-second response time remained the highest priority for the analytics architecture. And while the desire for reporting and analysis led to the creation of alternate data organizations for the data warehouse, the potential drain on computing resources motivated early designers to segregate the data on a separate platform, with its own specialized data models and applications.

This decision, wise at the time, has created an entire ecosystem of ‘applicationware,’ hardware dependencies, and skills requirements to support the objectives for reporting and analytics. As the speed and efficiency of computing resources has improved over time, though, the performance drivers have changed as well, exposing a different set of challenges that need to be considered and addressed. These challenges can be divided into three key areas:

- **Platform Challenges**, which aside from the physical system segregation includes physical limitations in data warehouse storage capacity, horizontal and extra-enterprise data dependencies, the existence of alternative architectures for reporting and analysis, and the need for data synchronization within narrowing time windows, all within the constraints of a decades-old design paradigm.
- **New/Emerging Opportunities**, associated with evolution of technology, data awareness, and the thirst for more powerful predictive and prescriptive analytics, such as discovery analytics (including interactive visualizations, event stream analytics, or collaborative interactions), the growing data distribution and diffusion as dependence on cloud computing grows, the role of the ubiquitous mobile devices and their rampant creation and injection of data, as well as the desire to capture and analyze Big Data.
- **Environmental Challenges** comprised of exploding data volumes, diversity of forms in which data is generated, the various speeds at which information is streamed, and a more mature demand that organizations provide a real-time comprehensive view of actionable information.

Enterprise Data Warehouse vs. Hadoop

These challenges lead many organizational architects to consider abandoning their enterprise data warehouse while seeking greener pastures (with correspondingly green technology). And in some camps, there is a perception that the emergence of Big Data (in general) and Hadoop (in particular) is sounding the death knell for the enterprise data warehouse as we know it. With organizations aching to adopt Hadoop, it may seem that these enterprises are prepared to abandon their decades-long investment in infrastructure, software, staffing, and development.

As a replacement platform, Hadoop (as well as other high performance NoSQL tools) can be used to simplify the acquisition and storage of diverse data sources, whether structured, semi-structured (web logs, sensor feeds), or unstructured (social media, image, video, audio). In addition, data distribution
and parallel processing can speed execution of algorithmic applications and analyses, and provide elastic augmentation to existing storage resources.

However, at the current level of system maturity Hadoop does not necessarily address our aforementioned challenges. While there is a promise of linear scalability, migrating reporting and analytics to a big data platform does not address data dependencies and synchronization requirements. Data sets will still need to be moved from their origination points to a separate analytics system. Re-platforming from an existing EDW to Hadoop may incur significant costs, especially in terms of reprogramming vast quantities of production-class SQL queries, end-user reporting tool configurations, and coded solutions for analytics.

![Figure 1: Hadoop and the EDW.](image)

So despite the apparent (and justified) benefits of the growing capabilities of the different big data platforms, a more reasoned and responsible approach would blend consideration of new technologies like Hadoop with new options for extending the value of the existing information architecture investment. Consider that:

1) The production-hardened enterprise data warehouse in its various configuration still presents opportunities for significant value, especially in the context of the existence of tested queries and applications for accessing, organizing, and analyzing data.

2) The emergence of production-class data federation and data virtualization tools extends data accessibility across the enterprise without sacrificing the effort in development of existing reports and analyses. At the same time, optimizations, in-memory computing, and caching reduce the data latency that originally motivated system segregation. Not only does this reduce the need for additional staging areas and costly ETL, it also enables reporting and analysis to be more tightly-coupled to data sitting in its original source location diminishing the synchronization challenge.

3) Increasing mainframe utilization through data virtualization can amortize the per-user costs and prolong the lifetime of the EDW, as well as enhance the continued advantage of existing investments.
This raises the question: do you want to continue moving data from original sources and staging platforms to a segregated system, or do you want to examine ways of keeping the data sets where they are and redevelop around new services interfaces layered using data virtualization?

**What is Data Virtualization?**

The key to balancing the existing EDW’s value while incrementally new analytics componentry is data virtualization. Data virtualization tools enable independently designed and deployed data structures to be leveraged together as a single source, in real time, and with limited (or often no) data movement. According to noted data virtualization expert Rick van der Lans, “data virtualization is the technology that offers data consumers a unified, abstracted, and encapsulated view for querying and manipulating data stored in a heterogeneous set of data stores.”

![Data Virtualization Server Diagram](image)

Data virtualization serves as a methodology to create composite views of the information that is not in the data warehouse. It provides an abstracted view of organized data potentially drawn from heterogeneous sources, and using the right tools, can be deployed on mainframe’s integrated processors as long as it:

- Provides support for SQL queries

---

1 “van der Lans, Rick F., “Data Virtualization for Business Intelligence Systems,”” 2012 Morgan Kaufmann
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• Does not impact OLTP response time
• Does not incur additional costs for storage, processing

Virtualizing a data warehouse deployed on a mainframe using a specialty processing engine, allows you to leave the mainframe data in place, avoiding the cost and complexity of data movement. The integrated processor uses the existing storage capacity of the mainframe, which reduces network bandwidth demand while providing real-time integration with transaction data. When the data virtualization tool can federate to big data storage environments like Hadoop/HDFS or NoSQL platforms, it enables programmers to use modern APIs such as MongoDB without demanding that the data be offloaded from the mainframe.

![Diagram of GPP and zIIP](image)

**Figure 3: Mainframe using zIIP specialty engine.**

## Five Data Virtualization Use Cases for the Enterprise Data Warehouse

In this section we will discuss data virtualization use cases for enhancing the existing data warehouse environment, including (but not necessarily limited to):

1. **Storage augmentation and system federation** – By enabling a uniform method of accessing logical views of data sourced from different platforms in place (including Hadoop), data virtualization can help create composite views of data that are not persisted within the confines of the data warehouse.

2. **Streamlining extraction, transformation, and loading** – Data virtualization provides two complimentary benefits for loading data into the data warehouse. First, the way that federation enables access to other data sources reduces the need for bringing the data into the data warehouse before using the data to satisfy new business requests. Second, data virtualization reduces the hardware, software, and programming costs of data integration and loading by limiting network bandwidth contention, shrinking the costs of duplicated storage, and speeding execution time through the use of caches that use in-memory capabilities to eliminate data latency.

3. **Rapid prototyping for new development** – Enabling access to heterogeneous data sources using data virtualization accelerates assessment of data warehouse requirements yet streamlines...
integration without having to load data first. This facilitates rapid prototyping of reports and analyses and assess their respective business suitability prior to doing the work needed to extract, transform, and load the data first.

4. **Increase breadth of data accessibility** – Under the right circumstances, data virtualization tools can enable access to both structured and unstructured data sources, as well as data in non-relational formats such as the various NoSQL data management schemas. This allows one to create composite representations of information that are not typically available in a relational data warehouse, as well as query a broad set of data sources in real-time.

5. **Substitution using virtual data marts** – When the enterprise data warehouse is unavailable (either for routine maintenance or because of unscheduled down time), accessing composite sources using data virtualization can function as a substitute for reporting and analytics until the EDW is back up and running.

There is a common theme that flows across all these use cases – leveraging data virtualization as a strategic tool for enabling, extending, or continuing accessibility to an enterprise data warehouse. Over time, these use cases demonstrate how data virtualization enables the eventual incorporation of a wide variety of data assets for analytics. In some cases, data virtualization can help make the case for streaming data into the mainframe-based EDW when it is more efficient than migrating to a new platform.
Summary: Augment Enterprise Data Warehouse with Data Virtualization

There is no doubt that the attraction of emerging data management paradigms such as NoSQL and Hadoop will prove to be a strong motivating factor in corporate reengineering and re-platforming data warehouses from their heritage environments. However, at the same time, it would be irresponsible to abandon the resources and time invested in developing production systems that are more than adequate to address a healthy proportion of today’s business reporting and analytics needs. And as the vision for the future analytics environment takes shape, you will see that there is enough room for both emerging technologies and trusted heritage environments. The trick will be to balance the continued expanded use of the traditional systems with the design, development, and deployment of newer systems.

As we have seen, data virtualization provides a way to bridge these technologies. Data virtualization can help revitalize the data warehouse (particularly those involved with mainframe data) through a variety of hybrid approaches for data accessibility, thereby extending the useful life of existing platform investments. Data virtualization can be a key component of the strategy for continuing to extract value out of the years of underwritten costs. Adopting a strategy that retains the use of existing mainframe capabilities will preserve the investment in the development of SQL and code for reporting and analysis.

When it comes to organizations dependent on mainframe data, before disavowing the trusted data warehouse, consider some of these questions:

- What is your current volume of persisted data? Does that overburden the existing environment?
- What are your expectations for data volume growth?
- Has there been a significant investment in developing SQL queries for reports, ad hoc analyses, and other types of analytical applications?
- How much specialized code would have to be developed to replicate that functionality on a new environment such as Hadoop?
- Do you have measurable statistics for comparing the total costs of operation for both the existing and any proposed replacement environments?
- Are there ways of incrementally introducing new technologies like Hadoop for storage augmentation and pilot algorithmic analytics that dovetail with current mainframe reporting?

Each of these questions refers to dependences on existing production systems some of which deployed on a mainframe, with an expectation for incorporation of emerging tools for enhancement and growth. That suggests that an effective strategy for saving your data warehouse investments in the near-term and medium-term will incorporate a hybrid architecture combining the mainframe and data virtualization to provide the transition environment for the future of reporting and analytics.
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About IBM Data Virtualization Manager for z/OS

IBM Data Virtualization Manager for z/OS, V1.1 enhances IBM’s premier z/OS data integration solution with new capabilities for creating real-time, virtual views of enterprise data, both mainframe and non-mainframe. With Data Virtualization Manager, data remains securely in place, ready when needed in the right format. It unlocks the value of your mainframe data for real-time customer and business insights, without the cost and complexity associated with moving data. The industry’s only mainframe-resident data virtualization solution for real-time, universal access to data, regardless of location or format. Key features of the product include:

Industry-standard APIs and interfaces include:
- SQL (JDBC/ODBC, Python DB API)
- API/Web Services (REST, SOAP, HTTP)
- NoSQL (JSON/BSON)
- z/OS resident consumers (Db2, CICS, IMS, TSO, Batch, MQ)

Supported files and databases include:
- Mainframe: Adabas, Db2 for z/OS, IMS DB, IDMS, Sequential files, VSAM
- z/OS system: SMF record types, log streams, virtual tape, zFS
- Hadoop: Big SQL on Hortonworks, Cloudera, BigInsights
- IBM distributed: Db2 Warehouse, Db2 Warehouse on Cloud, Db2, Informix
- Non-mainframe data sources via DRDA: Oracle, SQL Server, Derby, and others

Additional capabilities include:
- Metadata repository for sharing and repurposing metadata maps for faster deployment
- In-memory data caching that delivers real-time information retrieval
- Map/Reduce and parallel I/O data architecture significantly accelerates query performance
- A multithreaded z/OS data virtualization server that diverts up to 99% of its processing to a specialty engine (zIIP) for optimal mainframe capacity management
- Full optimization for current mainframe platforms, including IBM z14

IBM Data Virtualization Manager for z/OS operates on any IBM Z hardware configuration that supports the required software.